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Tetsuya Nomura, born October 8th, 1970 in Kochi, Japan, is a designer, director, 
and creative producer for Square-Enix. Nomura played a key role with his simple, 
anime inspired character designs in one of Square-Enix’s most widely known titles, 
1997’s Final Fantasy VII. What makes this most notable is that VII was his first 
outing as the character designer for series, taking over the design reigns from the 
much acclaimed Yoshitaka Amano, who had done the designs for the first six entries. 

This brought the Final Fantasy series and Square-Enix (then known as Squaresoft) 
into the mainstream  for gamers, as well as encouraged the company to try to 
duplicate the success of the seventh entry since 1997. Before getting his chance to 
work on Final Fantasy VII as an artist and designer, Nomura was just a kid who liked 
to draw. Recalling his first drawing, a lion, Nomura said, “I often drew a lot after 
returning home from preschool. Since then, I’ve always loved drawing.” Eventually, 
his artwork caught the attention of his art teacher in high school, who introduced 
him to the work of Yoshitaka Amano. 

Despite this introduction to Amano’s work and even having in interest in creating 
games for him and his friends to play, Nomura had no interest in working with video 
games. He wanted to become a manga (comic) artist, but fearing that that path wasn’t 
for him, he chose to enroll in vocational school in Tokyo. At this vocational school, 
Nomura created magazine and advertisement artwork. After graduating, Nomura 
found himself looking for a job when he saw an ad for employment opportunities 
at Squaresoft. 

What drew him to the ad was Yoshitaka Amano’s artwork placed next to it, which 
reminded him of his teacher’s introduction to his work in high school. In 1991, 
Tetsuya Nomura began working for Squaresoft. Though hired as a designer, 
Nomura’s first day described in article from Kotaku as thus:

“At the time, the company was in the final development stages of Final Fantasy 
IV and no one had any time to teach the new guy the ropes.

‘I asked ‘what should I do?’ and they told me ‘do debugging with the testers’ so 
I was there in my suit helping with debugging.’ Nomura recalled with a laugh. 
‘It was my first day, so I wore [a suit].’ 

Despite this rough start, Nomura stayed on, finally getting a chance to design battle 
graphics with the company’s development of Final Fantasy V in 1992. 

During this time, Nomura worked hard and credited his rise within the company 
due to his work on Final Fantasy V. Noting that it may be his unusual way of doing 
proposals that was the biggest factor to his success. Rather than simply typing a 
proposal, Nomura would hand write his proposals, which would also be accompanied 
by drawings to illustrate his points. It got to the point where Hironbu Sakaguchi 
and Yoshinori Kitase would ask where “Tets’ proposals?” at meetings. Despite this, 
his proposal’s were rejected for V, but utilized in the next entry of the series.

Come the sixth entry for Final Fantasy, Nomura became the title’s graphics director 
in 1994. And as mentioned earlier, Nomura became the character designer for VII. In 
fact, Nomura has done the character designs for Final Fantasy entries VIII, X, XIII, 
and XV. He has over 80 credits to his name for video games not only for character 
design, but as director and producer. 

His designs for characters have been used in manga, to model clothing for major 
lines like Armani and Louis Vuitton, computer animated movies, and more. While 
his designs are anime inspired, they are characterized by realistic proportions and 
intentionally challenging to render clothing. 
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Nomura’s design for Noctis from FFXV  
(left to right) in-game render, anime design,  
and Nomura’s official drawing.
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